Funding Insight ANZ
High quality, need-to-know insight from the world-leading publisher for researchers and research managers
In the incredibly competitive world of research, knowing the right sources of funding can be a challenge.

And that’s before you’ve even started the application process...

Win more, fail less with Funding Insight

Find partners and know the competition

What is Funding Insight ANZ?

Funding Insight ANZ is a weekly online service to help you identify and apply for the funding best suited to you. Launched by specialist funding publisher *Research and delivered through *Research Professional, Funding Insight ANZ gives you access to intelligence on research funders, specific calls and policy developments.

Get on the inside track

With Funding Insight ANZ you have direct access to insights and intelligence on funding sources for all types of project and career stage. Clear information and detailed advice for the whole range of disciplinary and interdisciplinary work will help you identify grants and funders you might not have considered.

What *FI subscribers say:

“Researchers need to know what funders are looking for and why and what makes a successful application. This kind of information can be hard to find but RP pulls it all together with its Funding Insight product – useful hints & tips that save time & offer a better chance of success.”

Hamish Macandrew, University of Edinburgh
Learn from the best

Funding Insight ANZ is a window to expertise from successful researchers and research managers. If you need proven advice on early-career opportunities, niche funders, high-value sources or how to develop that winning research strategy, Funding Insight ANZ is for you.

“The Funding Insight updates offer a timely, and well targeted insight into the relevant issues affecting the HE sector. The range of articles covered appeal to the interests of research, academic and management / professional staff alike.”

Catherine Allford, Loughborough University

“I love Funding Insight and find it a very useful addition to the funding information, to provide additional background, insight and user viewpoints regarding the opportunities available.”

Juliet Parry, Kingston University

Funding Insight ANZ subscribers benefit from researchers’ and research managers’ expertise.

The service, organised into four topic hubs, provides a host of valuable resources and includes:

Database of award winners
Our exclusive, searchable archive of winners of grants from funders include the Australian Research Council, the National Health and Medical Research Council, the US National Institutes of Health and the Wellcome Trust. Search this discrete database by project title, PI name, host institution, funder and more to see who has been successful in the past to help decide whether or not to make an application.

‘My winning proposal’
In-depth interviews with grant-winners discussing their lessons learned. Advice on how to overcome rejection and case studies of revised bids that succeeded on subsequent attempts.

Top PI interviews
Profiles of leading and upcoming academics, including the grants they won, the ones that got away, unusual career paths, where they think funding in their area is headed and advice for researchers starting out today.

Know how articles
Career-building guidance from experienced researchers and research managers including conference organising, becoming a reviewer and running a research office. Includes dedicated sections for early-career researchers, grand challenges, innovation and working with government.

Funding opportunity profiles
Valuable information and advice that you won’t find in the call specifications. All the answers you need: How does an opportunity fit into the funder’s strategy? How is excellence defined? How much of the budget can be spent on travel? Are metrics used in proposal evaluation? And much more. You pose the questions and we’ll search for answers.
How to access Funding Insight ANZ

Funding Insight ANZ complements our news service provided with *Research Professional’s Gold level subscription.

If you would like to subscribe to *Research Professional, please contact our sales team.
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